Evaluation of tracheo-bronchial wall invasion using transbronchial ultrasonography (TBUS).
Whereas accurate evaluation of tumor invasion into the tracheo-bronchial wall is a critical factor in decision-making of therapy for intra-thoracic malignancies, it is sometimes difficult with usual thoracic imaging techniques such as computed tomography. As recent progress in technology of ultrasonography is marked, usefulness of transbronchial ultrasonography (TBUS) in evaluation of tracheo-bronchial wall invasion was assessed. Following routine fiberoptic bronchoscopy, an ultrasound probe (20 MHz) covered with a balloon sheath was inserted through the bronchoscope. After air present between the ultrasound probe and the tracheo-bronchial wall was eliminated with filling the balloon with distilled water, TBUS imaging was taken. With TBUS, normal tracheo-bronchial wall was represented as a five-layer structure at the cartilagenous portion and a three-layer structure at the membranous portion. Based on this normal TBUS imaging, tumor extent was judged in 35 patients with intra-thoracic malignancies. Among 25 patients with extra-wall tumor including esophageal cancer (n=15) and metastatic lymph nodes (n=7), tracheo-bronchial wall invasion was clearly demonstrated in nine patients, and no invasion was demonstrated in the other 16 patients. Among ten patients with tumor originating from the tracheo-bronchial wall, tumor extent beyond outer border of the wall was demonstrated with TBUS in five patients. These diagnoses were examined pathologically in 15 patients who underwent the operation, and the accuracy was 93.3%. It is suggested TBUS can be a useful diagnostic tool in evaluation of tumor invasion to the tracheo-bronchial wall.